Genome-wide association studies on alcohol dependence, by themselves, have yet to account for 23 the estimated heritability of the disorder and provide incomplete mechanistic understanding of 24 this complex trait. Integrating brain ethanol-responsive gene expression networks from model 25 organisms with human genetic data on alcohol dependence could aid in identifying dependence-26 associated genes and functional networks in which they are involved. This study used a 27 modification of the Edge-Weighted Dense Module Searching for genome-wide association 28 studies (EW-dmGWAS) approach to co-analyze whole-genome gene expression data from 29 ethanol-exposed mouse brain tissue, human protein-protein interaction databases and alcohol 30 dependence-related genome-wide association studies. Results revealed novel ethanol-regulated 31 and alcohol dependence-associated gene networks in prefrontal cortex, nucleus accumbens, and 32 ventral tegmental area. Three of these networks were overrepresented with genome-wide 33 association signals from an independent dataset. These networks were significantly 34 overrepresented for gene ontology categories involving several mechanisms, including actin 35 filament-based activity, transcript regulation, Wnt and Syndecan-mediated signaling, and 36 ubiquitination. Together, these studies provide novel insight for brain mechanisms contributing 37 to alcohol dependence. 38 Genome-wide gene expression studies are capable of improving the power of GWAS by 62 providing information about the gene networks in which GWAS variants function [17][18][19][20]. 63
Introduction 39
Alcohol Use Disorder [1] , which spans the spectrum from abusive drinking to full alcohol 40 dependence (AD), has a lifetime prevalence of 29.1% among adults in the United States [2] . 41
Alcohol misuse ranks third in preventable causes of death in the U.S. [3] and fifth in risk factors 42 for premature death and disability, globally [4] . Although pharmacological therapy for AUD 43 exists [5] , the effectiveness is limited and the relapse rate is high. Improvement in AUD 44 treatment requires research on the underlying genetic and biological mechanisms of the 45 progression from initial exposure to misuse, and finally to dependence. 46
Twin studies estimate that AUD is roughly 50% heritable [6, 7] . Multiple rodent model 47 studies have used selective breeding to enrich for ethanol behavioral phenotypes or have 48 identified ethanol-related behavioral quantitative trait loci [8] [9] [10] , further confirming the large 49 genetic contribution to alcohol behaviors. Recent studies have also documented genetic factors 50 influencing the effectiveness of existing pharmacological treatments for AD, further 51
substantiating genetic contributions to the mechanisms and treatment of AUD [11] . Genome-52 wide association studies (GWAS) in humans have identified several genetic variants associated 53 with alcohol use and dependence [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, they have yet to account for a large portion 54 of the heritability estimated by twin studies. Lack of power, due to a large number of variants 55 with small effects, is believed to the source of this "missing heritability" " [16] . Although recent 56 large-scale studies have shown promise in identifying novel genetic contributions to alcohol 57 consumption, these studies do not contain the deep phenotypic information necessary for 58 identifying variants associated with dependence. Further, such GWAS results still generally lack 59 information about how detected single gene variants are mechanistically related to the disease 60 phenotype. 61
Mouse gene expression data 126
All mouse brain microarray data (Affymetrix GeneChip Mouse Genome 430 2.0) are from 127 Wolen et al., 2012 [24] and can be downloaded from the GeneNetwork resource 128 (www.genenetwork.org), via accession numbers GN135-137, 129 10 correlations in RMA expression values of the two genes in control vs. ethanol treated BXD lines. 199 The module score algorithm incorporated edge-and node-weights, which were each weighted to 200 prevent bias towards representation of nodes or edges in module score calculations. Higher 201 module scores represent higher edge-and node-weights. Genes were kept in a module if they 202 increased the standardized module score (Sn) by 0.5%. Sn corresponding to a permutation-based, 203 empirical qFDR<0.05 were considered significant. A significant Sn (i.e. more significant qFDR 204 values) indicates that a module's constituent genes are more highly associated with AD in 205 humans, and their interactions with each other are more strongly perturbed by acute ethanol 206 exposure in mice than randomly constructed modules of the same size. 207
Due to the redundancy of genes between modules, we modified the EW-dmGWAS output 208 by iteratively merging significant modules that overlapped >80% until no modules had >80% 209 overlap, for each brain region. Percent overlap represented the number of genes contained in 210 both modules (for every possible pair) divided by the number of genes in the smaller module. 211
We call the final resulting modules "mega-modules". Standardized mega-module scores Sn) were calculated using the algorithms employed by EW-dmGWAS. MM-Sn corresponding to 213 qFDR<0.05 were considered significant ( Fig S1) . Finally, connectivity (k) and Eigen-centrality 214 (EC) were calculated using the igraph R package for each gene in each module to identify hub 215 genes. Nodes with EC>0.2 and in the top quartile for connectivity for a module were considered 216 to be hub genes. 217
Overlap with ALSPAC 218
Genes with an ALSPAC GWAS gene-wise p<0.001 were considered nominally 219 significant, and will be referred to as "ALSPAC-nominal genes" from here on out. We used 220 linear regression to test MM-Sn's prediction of mean ALSPAC GWAS gene-wise p-value of 221 each mega-module. Given our hypothesis that EW-dmGWAS would identify alcohol-associated 222 gene networks and prioritize them by association, we predicted that higher MM-Sn's would 223 predict lower (i.e. more significant) mean GWAS p-values. Empirical p-values<0.017, reflecting 224
Bonferroni correction for 3 independent tests (one per brain region): α=0.05/3, were considered 225 to represent significant association. 226
Overrepresentation of ALSPAC-nominal genes within each mega-module was analyzed for 227 those modules containing >1 such gene. For each of these mega-modules, 10,000 modules 228 containing the same number of genes were permuted to determine significance. Empirical p-229 values < 0.05/n (where n = total number of mega-modules tested) were considered significant. 230
231

Functional enrichment analysis 232
To determine if mega-modules with significant overrepresentation of ALSPAC-nominal 233 genes represented an aggregation of functionally related genes, ToppGene 234 (https://toppgene.cchmc.org/) was used to analyze functional enrichment. Categories of 235 biological function, molecular function, cellular component, mouse phenotype, human 236 phenotype, pathways, and drug interaction were tested for over-representation. Significant over-237 representation results were defined as p<0.01 (uncorrected), n≥3 genes overlap and n≤1000 238 genes per functional group. Given the number of categories and gene sets tested, our discussion 239 below was narrowed to the most relevant categories, defined as Bonferroni-corrected p<0.1. 240
241
Results
242
Of the initial 45,037 probesets for the mouse gene expression arrays, 16,131 were 243 associated with human-mouse homologues and had qFDR<0.1 for ethanol responsiveness (S-244 score) in at least one of the three brain regions (Fig 1) . These probesets corresponded to a total of 245 7,730 genes and were trimmed to a single probeset per gene by filtering for the most abundant 246 probeset as described in Methods. After removing genes that were absent from either the PPI 247 network or the IASPSAD dataset, the final background PPI network for EW-dmGWAS analysis 248 contained 6,050 genes (nodes) and 30,497 interactions (edges). The nodes contained 25 of the 78 249 IASPSAD-nominal genes and 24 of the 100 ALSPAC-nominal genes. There was no overlap 250 between the IASPSAD and ALSPAC nominal gene sets. 251
252
Prefrontal Cortex
253
For analysis using PFC expression data for edge-weights, results revealed 3,545 254 significant modules (qFDR<0.05) containing a total of 4,300 genes, with 14 ALSPAC-nominal 255 genes and 18 IASPSAD-nominal genes. These modules were merged to form 314 mega-256 modules, all with significant MM-Sn. Twelve mega-modules contained at least one ALSPAC-257 nominal gene, and 160 contained at least one IASPSAD-nominal gene. However, MM-Sn did not 258 significantly predict mean ALSPAC GWAS gene-wise p-value (β=-0.003, p=0.327, Fig 2) Two mega-modules, Aliceblue and Cadetblue, contained multiple ALSPAC-nominal genes 267 (Table 1 ). Because overrepresentation was tested for 2 mega-modules, p<0.025 (α=0.05/2) was 268 considered significant. Cadetblue, was significantly overrepresented with ALSPAC-nominal 269 genes ( Table 1) . Each of Cadetblue's ALSPAC-and IASPSAD-nominal genes was connected to 270 one of its most highly connected hub genes, ESR1 (estrogen receptor 1; connectivity (k)=31, 271
Eigen-centrality (EC)=1) and ARRB2 (beta-arrestin-2; k=13, EC=0.25) (Fig 3) . Although the 272 ALSPAC-nominal gene overrepresentation was not significant for Aliceblue, it approached 273 significance (Table 1) . Further, Aliceblue had the second-highest MM-Sn in the PFC and 274 contained 3 ALSPAC-nominal genes and 3 IASPSAD-nominal genes (Table 1) . For these 275 reasons, Aliceblue was carried through to functional enrichment analysis. Aliceblue's two hub 276 genes were ELAVL1 ((embryonic lethal, abnormal vision)-like 1; k=165, EC=1) and CUL3 277 (cullin 3; k=75, EC=0.21), which were connected to two of the three ALSPAC-nominal genes. 278
Of these, CPM's (carboxypeptidase M's) only edge was with ELAVL1, and EIF5A2's 279 (eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A2's) only edge was with CUL3 (Fig 3) . 280 281 Both Cadetblue and Aliceblue showed significant enrichment in several functional categories 298 (Table S3 ). In sum, top functional enrichment categories for Aliceblue were related to actin-299 based movement, cardiac muscle signaling and action, increased triglyceride levels in mice, cell-300 cell and cell-extracellular matrix adhesion, and syndecan-2-mediated signaling. In contrast, 301
Cadetblue's top enrichment categories involved transcription-regulatory processes, specifically: 302 RNA splicing, chromatin remodeling, protein alkylation and methylation, DNA replication 303 regulation, several immune-related pathways, NF-κβ and Wnt signaling pathways, and reductase 304 activity (Tables 2a-b; Table S3 ). 305 16 were IASPSAD-nominal. After merging by content similarity, there were 171 significant mega-318 modules. Nineteen MM contained at least one ALSPAC-nominal gene, and 73 MM contained at 319 least one IASPSAD-nominal gene. However, MM Sn did not significantly predict MM mean 320 ALSPAC GWAS gene-wise p-value (β=0.003, p=0.390). Two MMs, Cadetblue2 and Gray26, 321 each contained two ALSPAC-nominal genes (Table 1) . Because there were 2 tests for 322 overrepresentation, p<0.025 (α=0.05/2) was considered significant. Gray26, was significantly 323 overrepresented with ALSPAC-nominal genes, and Cadetblue2 showed a trend towards 324 overrepresentation with significance before correcting for multiple testing (Table 1) . 325
Gray26's most central hub gene was HNRNPU (heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein 326 U; connectivity=6, Eigen-centrality=1), followed by RBM39 (RNA binding motif protein 39; 327 k=3, EC=0.46) and CSNK1A1 (k=3, EC=0.37). The two ALSPAC-nominal genes BCAS2 (breast 328 carcinoma amplified sequence 2) and PCDH7 (protocadherin 7), shared their only edges with 329 RBM39 and HNRPNPU, respectively (Fig 4a) . As seen in the PFC's Aliceblue, EAVL1 was a 330 hub gene of Cadetblue2. ELAVL1 (k=136, EC=1) was connected to both of the ALSPAC-331
nominal genes, and served as the only connection for CPM and one of two connections for 332 MGST3 (microsomal glutathione S-transferase 3) (Fig 4b) . Strikingly, PFC Aliceblue and NAc 333
Cadetblue 2 showed a highly significant overlap in their gene content, with 72 overlapping genes 334 (Table S2; (Table S3 ). Like PFC Cadetblue, NAc Cadetblue2 was functionally enriched for gene 344 groups related to nuclear function with transcription regulation pathways, particularly those 345 involving RNA polymerase activity. Gray26 was most significantly enriched with genes related 346 to functions involving: telomere maintenance, organelle organization, ribonucleoprotein 347 complexes, and syndecan-mediated signaling (Tables 3a-b; Table S3 ). 348 20 
22
TRIM25 shared edges with this MM's IASPSAD-nominal genes PRKG1 (protein kinase, cGMP-373 dependent, type I) and ACLY (ATP citrate lyase), respectively. However, none of the hub genes 374 shared an edge with Bisque's ALSPAC nominal gene, AKT2 (AKT serine/threonine kinase 2). 375
Finally, Bisque had significant enrichment in several functional categories (Table S3 ). It was 376 most significantly enriched with genes associated with ubiquitination, ligase and helicase 377 activity, and eukaryotic translation elongation (Table 4 ; Table S3 ). 378 379 
Discussion
392
To our knowledge, this is the first study to directly co-analyze human GWAS with mouse 393 brain ethanol-responsive gene expression data to identify ethanol-related gene networks relevant 394 to AD. Unlike previous studies that have employed cross-species validation methods for specific 395 genes or gene sets, this study analyzed human and mouse data in tandem to identify gene 396 networks across the entire genome, using the EW-dmGWAS algorithm. This approach 397 successfully identified significantly ethanol-regulated and AD-associated gene networks, or 398 modules. We further improved the existing EW-dmGWAS algorithm by merging highly 399 redundant modules to create more parsimonious mega-modules, thus decreasing complexity 400 without sacrificing significance. Additionally, we validated these results by testing for 401 overrepresentation with, and mega-module score prediction by, signals from an independent 402 GWAS dataset. Overall, our findings suggest that such direct integration of model organism 403 expression data with human protein interaction and GWAS data can productively leverage these 404 data sources. Furthermore, we present evidence for novel, cross-validated gene networks 405 warranting further study for mechanisms underlying AUD. 406
Identification of network-level associations across GWAS datasets 407
One major concern with existing GWAS studies on AD had been the relative lack of 408 replication across studies. Although some very large GWAS studies on alcohol consumption 409 have shown replicable results [13] [14] [15] , those do not account for all previously identified 410 associations. We reasoned that our integrative gene network-querying approach might identify 411 networks that shared signals from different GWASs on AD, even if the signals were not from the 412 same genes across GWASs. Concordant with this hypothesis, VTA mega-module scores 413 significantly predicted average gene-wise p-values from an independent GWAS dataset, 414 ALSPAC (Fig 2) . This suggests that ethanol-regulated gene expression networks in this brain 415 region may be particularly sensitive to genetic variance and thus are highly relevant to 416 mechanisms contributing to risk for AD. This is possibly attributable to the involvement of VTA 417 dopaminergic reward pathways in the development of AD [41] . 418
Although scores did not prioritize mega-modules with respect to ALSPAC results in PFC 419 and NAc, individual mega-modules were overrepresented with ALSPAC signals (Table 1) . The 420 ALSPAC-overrepresented VTA and PFC mega-modules also contained nominally significant 421 genes from the GWAS dataset used for the network analysis, IASPSAD. These results suggest 422 that the integration of acute ethanol-related expression data from mice and human PPI can 423 identify functional networks that associate signals from different GWAS datasets. 424
Composition and structure of mega-modules 425
Functional composition of mega-modules varied between brain regions for the most part. 426
For example, although Aliceblue (PFC) and Cadetblue2 (NAc) shared the hub gene ELAVL1, 427 ALSPAC-nominal gene CPM, and had a significant overlap in their gene content, their 428 functional enrichment results were very different (Tables 2b and 3a ). These results suggest that 429 brain regional ethanol-responsive gene expression results likely had an important impact on 430 composition of networks, thus leveraging protein-protein interaction network information and 431
GWAS results. 432
Despite such differences, the mega-modules presented in Table 1 shared certain structural 433 similarities. Most of the IAPSAD-and ALSPAC-nominal genes in these modules shared edges 434 with hub genes (Fig 3-5) . These hub genes included: CUL3 and ELAVL1 from PFC Aliceblue; 435 ESR1 from PFC Cadetblue; ELAVL1rom NAc Cadetblue2; TRIM25 and HECW2 from VTA 436
Bisque. Further, GWAS nominally significant genes (IASPAD or ALSPAC) generally were not 437 hub genes in the derived networks (see Fig 3-5 ; Table S2 ). This may be consistent with the 438 general tenet that genetic variation in complex traits does not produce major alterations in 439 cellular function, but rather modulation of cellular mechanisms for maintaining homeostasis. 440
Hub genes may be more functionally more closely related to a given trait, but likely have such 441 widespread influence so as to be evolutionarily resistant to genetic variation in complex traits. 442 This is also consistent with the hypothesis that omnigenic influences are an important feature of 443 complex traits such as AUD [42] . 444
One hub gene was found to influence network structure in both PFC and NAc. ELAVL1 is a 445 broadly expressed gene that acts as a RNA-binding protein in AU-rich domains, generally 446 localized within 3'-UTRs of mRNA. As such, ELAVL1 has been shown to alter mRNA stability 447 by altering binding of miRNA or other factors influencing mRNA degradation [43] and has been 448 implicated in activity-dependent regulation of gene expression in the brain with drug abuse [44] . 449
The large interaction space for ELAVL1 in PFC Alice Blue and NAc Cadetblue 2 and the 450 multiple nominal GWAS hits within these genes suggest that ELAVL1 could have an important 451 modulatory function on the network of genes susceptible to genetic variation in AUD. 452
Functional aspects of mega-modules 453
This theory regarding network structure is further supported by our functional enrichment 454 analysis, which revealed several small groups of functionally related genes within each mega-455 module. All of the mega-modules discussed above (Table 1 ) contained at least one nominal gene in the top enrichment groups, except Cadetblue2, which still had GWAS-nominal 457 genes in its significant enrichment groups (Table S3) . 458
Another unifying feature across these mega-modules, except Aliceblue, was significant 459 functional enrichment for pathways that regulate gene expression. Specifically, these pathways 460 were related to chromatin organization, RNA splicing, and translation-and transcription-related 461 processes (Table S3 ). This is not surprising, as alterations in gene expression have long been 462
proposed as a mechanism underlying long-term neuroplasticity resulting in ethanol-dependent 463 behavioral changes, and eventually dependence [45] . 464
In contrast, the largest functional enrichment groups unique to Aliceblue were related to 465 actin-based filaments and cardiac function ( Table 2) . Actin not only provides cytoskeletal 466 structure to neurons, but also functions in dendritic remodeling in neuronal plasticity, which 467 likely contributes to AD development [46, 47] . Aliceblue was also significantly enriched for the 468 syndecan-2 signaling pathway, and contained the SDC2 gene itself, which functions in dendritic 469 structural changes together with F-actin [48] . Additionally, the most significant enrichment 470 group unique to Cadetblue was the Wnt signaling pathway, which also regulates actin function 471 [49, 50] . Of note, a prior study has shown that ARRB2 (a Cadetblue hub gene and member of 472 Wnt signaling pathway) knockout rats display significantly decreased levels of voluntary ethanol 473 consumption and psychomotor stimulation in response to ethanol [51] . These findings highlight 474 the potential importance of postsynaptic actin-related signaling and dendritic plasticity in PFC 475 gene networks responding to acute ethanol and contributing to genetic risk for AD. 476
Finally, although the NAc Cadetblue2 mega-module was highly enriched for functions 477 related to transcriptional regulation, it also contained the gene FGF21 within its interaction space 478 (Table S2 and Fig 4b) . FGF21 is a member of the fibroblast growth factor gene family and is a 479 macronutrient responsive gene largely expressed in liver. Importantly FGF21 has been shown to 480 be released from the liver by ethanol consumption and negatively regulates ethanol consumption 481 by interaction with brain FGF-receptor/beta-Klotho complexes. Beta-Klotho, a product of the 482 KLB gene, is an obligate partner of the FGF receptor and has recently been shown to have a 483 highly significant association with alcohol consumption in recent very large GWAS studies [14, 484 15] . Although the role of FGF21 and KLB in AD are not currently known, the association of 485 FGF21 with the Cadetblue2 mega-module, containing nominally responsive genes from AD 486 GWAS studies, is a possible additional validation of the utility of our studies integrating protein-487 protein interaction information (tissue non-specific), AD GWAS (tissue non-specific) and brain 488 ethanol-responsive gene expression. 489
Potential weaknesses and future studies 490
The studies presented here provide evidence for the utility of integrating genomic 491 expression data with protein-protein interaction networks and GWAS data in order to gain a 492 better understanding of the genetic architecture of complex traits, such as AD. Our analysis also 493 generated several testable hypotheses regarding gene networks and signaling mechanisms related 494 to ethanol action and genetic burden for AD. However, these studies utilized acute ethanol-495 related expression data in attempting to identify mechanisms of AD, a chronic ethanol exposure 496 disease. Use of a chronic exposure model could provide for a more robust integration of the 497 expression data and GWAS signals. However, we feel the current study is valid, since acute 498 responses to ethanol have been repeatedly shown to be a heritable risk factor for AD [52] [53] [54] . 499
Another potential shortcoming for this work regards the limited size of the GWAS studies 500 utilized and differences in phenotypic assessment. The IASPSAD study was based on AD 501 diagnosis, whereas ALSPAC was based on a symptom factor score. Had we used larger GWAS 502 studies based on the same assessment criteria, it is possible that greater overlap of GWAS signals 503 within mega-modules would have been observed. Recent large GWAS studies on ethanol have, 504 to date, generally concerned measures of ethanol consumption, rather than a diagnosis of alcohol 505 dependence per se [14, 15] . For this reason, we focused this initial effort on GWAS studies 506 concerned with alcohol dependence. However, using the IASPAD and ALSPAC studies allowed 507 us to identify gene networks that are robust across both the severe end of the phenotypic 508 spectrum (i.e. diagnosable AD), and for symptoms at the sub-diagnostic level. 509
Overall, this analysis successfully identified novel ethanol-responsive, AD-associated, 510 functionally enriched gene expression networks in the brain that likely play a role in the 511 developmental pathway from first ethanol exposure to AD, especially in the VTA. This is the 512 first analysis to identify such networks by directly co-analyzing gene expression data, protein-513 protein interaction data, and GWAS summary statistics. The identified modules provided insight 514 into common pathways between differing signals from independent, largely underpowered, yet 515 deeply phenotyped GWAS datasets. This supports the conjecture that the integration of different 516 GWAS results at a gene network level, rather than simply looking for replication of individual 517 gene signals, could make use of previously underpowered datasets and identify common genetic 518 mechanisms relevant to AD. Future expansion of such approaches to include larger GWAS 519 datasets and chronic ethanol expression studies, together with validation of key targets by gene 520 targeting in animals models, may provide both novel insight for the neurobiology of AD and the 521 development of improved therapeutic approaches. >80% overlap if >80% of the genes in the smaller module was contained in the larger 761 module. False Discovery Rates were calculated based on the Benjamini-Hochberg 762 algorithm, using the "stats" package in R. Intramodular connectivity was defined as the 763 number of edges (i.e. connections) attached to that node (i.e. gene). Eigen-Centrality was 764 calculated using the "igraph" package in R. 765 S1 overrepresented Mega Module, containing ToppFun output for gene ontology enrichment 777 groups with p<0.01 and minimum group size of 3 genes and maximum size of 1,000 genes, 778 
